**STATE GENERAL ELECTION BALLOT**

**INSTRUCTIONS TO VOTERS**

Te you, completely fill in the design box to your (choices) like this:

---

### FEDERAL OFFICES

- **PRESIDENT AND VICE PRESIDENT**
  - Vote for ONE

  - JOHN MCCAIN AND SARAH PALIN
    - Republican

  - BARACK OBAMA AND JOE BIDEN
    - Democratic-Farmer-Labor

- **CONSTITUTIONAL AMENDMENT**

  -失败 to vote on a constitutional amendment. We have the same effect in voting "YES" for the amendment.

  - Failure to vote on a proposed constitutional amendment. We have the same effect in voting "NO" for the amendment.

  - ROGER CALERO AND AL YOUNO
    - Oregon

  - PETER NADER AND MATT WONGAEL
    - Independent

- **CLEAN WATER, WILDLIFE, CULTURAL HERITAGE AND NATURAL AREAS**

  - Shall the Minnesota Constitution be amended to dedicate funding to protect our clean water, wildlife, and natural areas?

  - Yes

  - No

### STATE OFFICES

- **STATE REPRESENTATIVE DISTRICT 21B**
  - Vote for ONE

  - PAUL TORKELSON
    - Republican

  - ROBERT SKILLEN
    - Separated-Farmer-Labor

### COUNTY OFFICES

- **SOIL AND WATER CONSERVATION DISTRICT SUPERVISOR DISTRICT 2**
  - Supervisor must reside in Long Lake, Miltona or St. James Township
  - Vote for ONE

  - DEAN KARAU
    - Republican

  - MARLIN L. ZIEMLER
    - Democratic-Farmer-Labor

- **SOIL AND WATER CONSERVATION DISTRICT SUPERVISOR DISTRICT 4**
  - Supervisor must reside in Flandreau or Sleepy Eye Township
  - Vote for ONE

  - MARK R. KLUNKER
    - Republican

  - NOREN DURHAM
    - Democratic-Farmer-Labor

- **SOIL AND WATER CONSERVATION DISTRICT SUPERVISOR DISTRICT 5**
  - Supervisor must reside in Antrim or South Branch Township
  - Vote for ONE

  - RONALD BAY
    - Republican

  - TONYA K. UNDER
    - Democratic-Farmer-Labor

### U.S. REPRESENTATIVE DISTRICT 1**

- Vote for ONE

- **U.S. SENATE**
  - Vote for ONE

  - DEAN BURLEY
    - Independent

  - NORM COLEMAN
    - Republican

  - AL FRANKEN
    - Democratic-Socialist

  - CHARLES KROMM
    - Libertarian

  - JAMES NIEHACKL
    - Constitution

### CITY OF MINNETONKA PRESDENT

- Vote for ONE

- GREGORY MAKELSON
  - Republican

- BRIAN C. DAVIES
  - Republican

- BRIAN L. ZIELKE
  - Separated-Farmer-Labor

---

**VOTE FRONT AND BACK OF BALLOT**